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Introduction
The ocean circulation is generated as a result of the external forces including winds, tides, and heat exchanges with the atmosphere (e.g., Huang 2004; Ferrari and Wunsch 2010 ). Several studies have described the spatiotemporal patterns of the wind work and have estimated that the total wind power input into the surface geostrophic flow in the global ocean is roughly 0.8 TW (e.g., Wunsch 1998; Scott and Xu 2009) . However, the uncertainty of this number is large (Zhai et al. 2012) . The ways in which the energy, momentum, vorticity, and enstrophy from these external forces move through the global ocean, transform in their nature and scale, are exchanged with the atmosphere and cryosphere, and are dissipated are extremely complicated. Many aspects of this process are still unknown and full descriptions do not exist.
The ocean circulation varies on a broad range of spatiotemporal scales, and the time-varying flows can exchange energy, vorticity, and momentum with the time-mean circulation through eddy-mean flow interaction. These exchanges influence the nature of both the mean and the perturbations. Within the ocean, the timemean circulation contains most of the potential energy, whereas the time-varying flow contains most of the kinetic energy. A large body of literature exists on the conversion of energy from the time-mean circulation to the time-varying flow through barotropic, baroclinic, mixed instability processes, etc. (e.g., Gill et al. 1974; Pedlosky 1987; Spall 2000; Vallis 2006) . Energy from the time-varying flow can also be transferred back to the time-mean circulation through a variety of processes including rectification and topographic steering (e.g., Whitehead 1975; McWilliams et al. 1978; Marshall 1984; Johnson et al. 1992; Witter and Chelton 1998) ; similar phenomena are found in atmospheric jet streams (e.g., Williams et al. 2007) . At the same time, energy can also be redistributed among different spatial scales/vertical modes through energy cascades (e.g., Salmon 1978; Fu and Flierl 1980; Scott and Wang 2005) and be transmitted over large distances through, for example, advection or the propagation of rings and waves.
Von Storch et al. (2012) studied the ocean Lorenz energy cycle using a 0.18 global simulation and suggested that even though eddy-mean flow interaction in the ocean involves many physical processes, the dominant globally integrated energy pathway between eddies and the mean flow in both the ocean and the atmosphere is identical to the energy pathway in idealized local baroclinic instability processes (Lorenz 1955; Pedlosky 1987) . In the global ocean, the generation rate of eddy kinetic energy through this energy pathway is roughly one-third of the total wind power input into the geostrophic flow Scott and Xu 2009) .
A large literature exists discussing the simple and yet compelling local baroclinic instability hypothesis, its plausibility in the midocean, and its utility in explaining eddy properties and generation in the global ocean (e.g., Robinson and McWilliams 1974; Held and Larichev 1996; Venaille et al. 2011; Smith 2007; Tulloch et al. 2011) . This hypothesis has two aspects: 1) each region in the ocean is assumed to be horizontally homogeneous, and thus all the energy released from the baroclinically unstable mean flow is used to sustain the local eddy energy growth, which is balanced by other terms in the eddy energy budget (e.g., mixing and dissipation); and 2) the dominant source for eddy growth in this patch is the energy released from the mean flow through baroclinic instability, not from advection, external forcing, etc. (e.g., Tulloch et al. 2011) . Observed eddies in the midocean have similar properties to those from local linear baroclinic instability analysis and to those from relevant idealized experiments with reasonable parameters, indicating the plausibility of this hypothesis in the midocean (Gill et al. 1974; Arbic and Flierl 2004) . Motivated by this, many oceanic problems (e.g., jet dynamics, eddy heat fluxes, time-dependent instabilities, and energy cascades) have been investigated in the doubly periodic two-layer model with vertical shear in which local baroclinic instability occurs (e.g., Salmon 1978; Panetta 1993; Thompson 2010 ).
This study is concerned with the first aspect of the local baroclinic instability hypothesis, which is assumed in many instability theories (Pedlosky 1987) . The actual time-mean circulation is not homogeneous (Arbic 2000; Tulloch et al. 2011) , implying that the energy released from the mean flow through eddy-mean flow interaction can be transmitted to other regions through the divergence term (Kundu and Cohen 2004; Liang and Robinson 2007) . The amount of energy transmitted elsewhere and the impact of this nonlocal nature of eddy-mean flow interaction on energy cascades, eddy fluxes, jet dynamics, and eddy properties are still largely unknown.
The goals of this mainly descriptive paper are simply to 1) map the respective change rate of energy in eddies and the mean flow through eddy-mean flow interaction and 2) characterize the regional energy route through eddy-mean flow interaction and discuss whether the energy released from the mean flow is used to support the local eddy energy growth in energetic regions. The oceanic community lacks the long-term observations of global velocity, salinity, and density fields, which are needed to pursue this study. Until such time as useful observations become available, diagnostics from models are a useful way to explore energy movement (e.g., Cox 1987; von Storch et al. 2012; Zhai and Marshall 2013) . Here we use an eddying global simulation [i.e., the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, phase 2, high-resolution global-ocean and sea ice data synthesis (ECCO2) state estimate], noting that it is dynamically consistent and thus applicable to the energy budget analysis and assuming that the simulated oceanic circulation is quantitatively accurate enough for the task (Chen 2013 ). We present the diagnostic framework in section 2, the configuration and fidelity of the ECCO2 state estimate in section 3, the key results about eddymean flow interaction in section 4, and the summary in section 5.
Diagnostic framework a. Definition of kinetic energy and available potential energy
Oceanic variability encompasses a continuum of spatial scales, ranging from submesoscale and mesoscale motions to gyre shifts and basin oscillations; it also spans a wide range of temporal scales, ranging from superinertial to seasonal and decadal variability. In this study, mean flow refers to the flow temporally averaged over the specific 16 yr (1992-2007) available from the ECCO2 state estimate. The entire timevarying flow in the ECCO2 state estimate, which is the deviation from the 16-yr average and independent of spatial scale, is termed ''eddies'' as a short hand. One caveat is that decadal variability and submesoscale variability at a horizontal scale of a few kilometers, though not resolved in the ECCO2 state estimate, might contribute significantly to the energy budget. Also note that eddies at different spatiotemporal scales probably contribute differently to the eddy-mean flow interaction, though we do not consider this issue here. The kinetic energy in the mean flow (MKE) is defined as
and the kinetic energy in the time-varying flow (EKE) is defined as
where u is zonal velocity, y is meridional velocity, the overbar hereafter denotes the time mean, and the prime denotes the deviation from the time mean. The term r 0 is the constant reference density (1027.5 kg m 23 in the ECCO2 state estimate). Available potential energy (APE) refers to the difference in potential energy between the actual state (i.e., the oceanic state in the ECCO2 state estimate) and a reference state where the potential energy is minimal under adiabatic and mass-conserving rearrangement of the fluid (Margules 1905; Lorenz 1955; Oort et al. 1989; Huang 2005) . Several forms of APE exist (Huang 2005; Tailleux 2013 ) and we choose one that is analogous to the quasigeostrophic definition widely used (e.g., Pedlosky 1987; Oort et al. 1989 Oort et al. , 1994 Huang 2010; Brown and Fedorov 2010) :
where r*(x, y, z, t) 5 r(x, y, z, t) 2 hr(x, y, z, t)i, and hÁi denotes the global mean at a given depth. The variable n 0 is the time and global mean of the vertical gradient of local potential density, that is,
where N 2 (z) is the time and global mean of the buoyancy frequency (Huang 2010) , and S and u denote salinity and potential temperature, which are functions of space and time. The terms r(x, y, z, t), r(x, y, z, t), and hr(x, y, z, t)i are the in situ density in the instantaneous actual state, in the time-mean actual state, and in the reference state, respectively. Mean available potential energy (MAPE) is the difference between the potential energy stored in the time-mean actual state and that in the reference state, that is,
Eddy available potential energy (EAPE) is the difference between the potential energy in the instantaneous actual state and that in the time-mean actual state, that is,
Note that P(x, y, z) 5 P M (x, y, z) 1 P E (x, y, z). Equations (5) and (6) have recently been used to evaluate the Lorenz energy cycle in the global ocean and the energy budget of time-varying flows with periods from 10 min to 10 yr (von Storch et al. 2012) . The form of Eq. (3) may not accurately represent the true amount of APE, but it gives a local estimate while preserving the transfers from kinetic energy: the diagnostic framework [Eqs. (7)- (10)], based on the energy definitions above, is mathematically self-consistent and is useful for evaluating the eddy-mean flow interaction problem.
b. Energy equations for the mean flow and eddies
In some atmospheric and Southern Ocean studies, mean flow is often defined as the zonal average, and the transformed Eulerian mean framework is used to explore eddy-mean flow interaction (e.g., Plumb and Ferrari 2005; Kuo et al. 2005; Vallis 2006 ). Here we need a framework consistent with our definition of eddies and mean flow. A detailed derivation of the kinetic and available potential energy equations consistent with the ECCO2 state estimate is provided in the appendix. These equations are
where u is the three-dimensional velocity vector, $ is the three-dimensional gradient operator, p is the hydrostatic pressure, and p*(x, y, z, t) 5 p(x, y, z, t) 2 hp(x, y, z, t)i. Note that
The terms on the left-hand side of Eqs. (7)- (10) represent the temporal change rates of energy and the redistribution rates of energy through advection and pressure work. The temporal change rates are negligible in the energy budgets. Considering the goal of this study, we focus on the eddy-mean flow interaction terms listed in Table 1 : the D terms are eddy-mean flow interaction terms related to eddy density fluxes, and the M terms are eddy-mean flow interaction terms related to eddy momentum fluxes.
The term X P M (X P E ) denotes the change rate of MAPE (EAPE) due to vertical mixing, heat, and freshwater fluxes. The term X K M (X K E ) denotes the change rate of MKE (EKE) due to friction, wind stress, and bottom drag. These X terms are not explicitly diagnosed, as certain variables (e.g., temporally/spatially varying viscosity and diffusivity) are not available. The R terms and the vertical advection of APE are additional terms with higher-order Rossby numbers, which do not exist in the quasigeostrophic framework (Pedlosky 1987; von Storch et al. 2012) . These terms can be neglected below the surface mixed layers and away from convective regions and are not further dealt with here.
c. Local versus nonlocal eddy-mean flow interaction
Figure 1 illustrates our definition of local eddy-mean flow interaction and nonlocal eddy-mean flow interaction. Summing Eqs. (7) and (9), and then integrating over an oceanic region, the rate of energy released from the mean flow through eddy-mean flow interaction is ð
The pathways of the released energy [Eq. (12)] can be illustrated through the integral of the sum of Eqs. (7)- (10) over the region, that is,
The variable Res represents all the other terms. The D and M terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) are the change rates of total kinetic and available potential energy due to eddy-mean flow interaction. They have divergence forms, that is, ð
and ð
If the magnitudes of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (14) and (15) are negligible, almost all the energy released from the mean flow is converted to eddy energy in the same region, and thus the eddy-mean flow interaction is local (Fig. 1b) . If their magnitudes are not negligible, some energy released from the mean flow is not used to sustain the eddy growth in the same region, and the eddy-mean flow interaction is nonlocal (Fig. 1a) . Note that Eqs. (14) and (15) have divergence forms, and thus their global integrals are zero. 1 Therefore, the part of the energy released from the mean flow that is not used to sustain the local eddy energy growth is essentially transported elsewhere through the divergence terms [Eqs. (14) and (15)], as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The energy route for eddy-mean flow interaction in the selected ocean regions is illustrated in Fig. 1a . Note that the horizontal arrows (D K M and D K E terms) occur with opposite signs in pairs in the energy budget equations, and therefore represent the exchange between the two energy reservoirs. However, the vertical arrows in red and blue do not appear with opposite signs in pairs, and energy divergence occurs, as indicated by the dashed lines in red and blue. Because their global integral vanishes, the dashed red and blue arrows shown in 
EKE change rate due to eddy momentum fluxes. Fig. 1a are not included in the traditional Lorenz energy diagram, which is used to illustrate the energy pathway in the global atmosphere or ocean (e.g., Lorenz 1955; von Storch et al. 2012) . Nonlocal terms that do not concern eddy-mean flow interaction (i.e., advection and the work done by pressure work) also exist in the energy budgets. These nonlocal terms, in some cases, have noticeable magnitudes and contribute significantly to balancing the eddymean flow interaction terms. However, our definition of local and nonlocal eddy-mean flow interaction does not depend on the magnitude of these nonlocal terms.
The ECCO2 state estimate a. Model configuration
To tackle the proposed questions using the diagnostic framework from the last section, we analyzed the 16-yr (1992-2007) solution averaged every 3 days from the Cube87 version of the ECCO2 state estimate. The ECCO2 state estimate is a free forward run using the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean general circulation model (Marshall et al. 1997a,b) . The model solves hydrostatic and nonlinear primitive equations with the Boussinesq approximation in the global ocean on the cube-sphere grid (Adcroft et al. 2004 ). This eddy-permitting model has a mean horizontal resolution of 18 km and has 50 vertical levels with thicknesses varying from 10 to 456 m. It employs General Bathymetric Charts of the Ocean for the topography in the Arctic Ocean and uses the bathymetry data from Smith and Sandwell (1997) for the rest of the ocean (Menemenlis et al. 2008 ). Bottom stress is parameterized using the quadratic drag law. Biharmonic horizontal friction is used instead of Laplacian friction, and the K-profile parameterization (KPP) vertical mixing scheme from Large et al. (1994) is used to parameterize subgrid-scale vertical mixing processes.
Compared to other eddying models, the advantage of the ECCO2 state estimate is that it is a forward run using optimized control parameters (e.g., initial condition, surface forcing, background vertical viscosity, and bottom drag coefficient), which are calculated by reducing model-data misfits using the Green function approach (Menemenlis et al. 2005a (Menemenlis et al. ,b, 2008 . Thus, the solution is both realistic and dynamically consistent. Dynamical consistency makes the solution useful for process studies and budget diagnosis, as neither unphysical jumps nor artificial sources/sinks are introduced in the state estimate ). Several previous studies of eddies using the ECCO2 state estimate (e.g., Volkov et al. 2008; Volkov and Fu 2008; Fu 2009 ) indicate the utility of the solution. More details are provided in Menemenlis et al. (2008) and Chen (2013) .
b. Model fidelity about eddies and energetics

1) ON THE SPATIAL PATTERN OF EDDY
VARIABILITY
The overall spatial features and magnitude of hydrographic variability and sea surface height variability in the ECCO2 state estimate are consistent with observations (Chen 2013) . For example, the temperature variability at 250 m from both observations and the model is large in the Kuroshio Extension, the Gulf Stream Extension, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and the subtropical regions from the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Fig. 2) . The model-data consistency for hydrographic variability is especially good in the upper ocean of midand low latitudes (not shown). Reasons are as follows: First, the dominant scale of eddies is closely related to the first baroclinic deformation radius, which is smaller in high latitudes; thus, the model grid is not fine enough to resolve motions on the deformation scale there. Second, the vertical resolution of the model is higher in the upper ocean than at depth, and the upper ocean is far from topographic features, some of which are too steep or too small scale for the model to represent accurately. Thus, the model performance in the deep ocean near topography may not be adequate. Third, fewer observations are available in the deep ocean and high latitudes, such as the Southern Ocean; thus, the model solution is less constrained there.
2) ON THE SPATIAL PATTERN OF ENERGETICS
Assessing the model fidelity concerning the eddymean flow interaction terms in Table 1 is challenging due to the lack of long-term density and velocity observations with three-dimensional coverage in large areas. One exception is the near-global long-term altimetric sea surface height data. The geostrophic contri-
and a comparison with the model values is possible. The terms u geo and y geo are surface geostrophic velocities in the zonal and meridional directions, which can be obtained from sea surface height h, that is,
The spatial pattern of M K E ,geo at the surface from the ECCO2 state estimate is similar to that from the altimetry in the off-equatorial regions (Fig. 3) . Both maps show large magnitudes of M KE,geo in the western boundary currents and the Southern Ocean. Large magnitudes of M KE,geo in the Southern Ocean occur within roughly the same longitude ranges in these two maps. The zonally integrated values from the ECCO2 state estimate and altimetry are also very similar in the off-equatorial regions: both having peaks at 408S, 258 and 358N (not shown).
Both positive and negative values exist in the Southern Ocean and western boundary extension regions, though their detailed locations are only roughly the same in the two maps. We also computed M KE,geo using the 8-yr altimetry and ECCO2 state estimate (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . The location of these positive/negative spots based on the short record is the same as those based on the long record in roughly 80% of the global ocean. The correlation between the short-record and the longrecord estimate is 0.9 in the ECCO2 state estimate, and it is 1 in the estimation based on altimetry.
3) ON THE GLOBALLY INTEGRATED VALUES
A growing body of literature focuses on the sources and sinks of kinetic energy, such as wind power input and dissipation through bottom drag, as reviewed in Ferrari and Wunsch (2009) . Table 2 Bottom drag dissipation (t b Á u b ) in the ECCO2 state estimate may be underestimated to some extent (Table 2) . Consistently, Wortham (2013) found that the total kinetic energy in the ECCO2 state estimate below 2000 m at the mooring sites is approximately half of the kinetic energy observed from the current meters. On the other hand, differences in estimation methods probably also contribute to the difference between our estimates and previous ones for bottom drag dissipation. Sen et al. (2008) estimated the bottom drag dissipation using mooring observations, which are very sparse in space. Arbic et al. (2009) estimated the bottom drag dissipation from the snapshot bottom velocity in oceanic models, which includes the high-frequency component. The present estimate is calculated from the 3-day-averaged bottom velocity.
c. On the length of the record
Another question is whether the 16-yr record available from the ECCO2 state estimate is long enough to evaluate the eddy-mean flow interaction terms listed in Table 1 . These terms involve eddy momentum and density fluxes. Our analysis suggests that the large-scale patterns and magnitude of time-mean eddy fluxes from the 16-yr record is remarkably similar to those estimated from shorter records. For example, D K E (the time-mean vertical eddy density flux multiplied by 2g) estimated from the 1992-97 output and that from the 1992-2007 output in the global ocean have a spatial correlation of 0.8. Globally integrated D KE from the 6-and 16-yr records are both 0.3 TW. Figure 4 shows the comparison in the Kuroshio Extension region. The magnitude of the two patterns is almost the same. The large-scale features survive even in the estimates using the 6-yr record; D K E is positive (negative) in the western (eastern) part of the extension regions. Similarly, Greatbatch et al. (2010) found that the characteristics of surface momentum fluxes at the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream Extension regions estimated using a 5-yr altimetric dataset are similar to those estimated from the 13-yr record. Therefore, the 16-yr record is probably long enough to characterize the large-scale features of the global energetics patterns.
Small-scale variability also exists in the estimate based on the 16-yr record (e.g., Fig. 4) . Oceanic motions and the associated hydrographic field have a wide range of spatial scales at all available frequencies (Wortham and Wunsch 2014), as a result of eddy-eddy interaction, instability, and the wide range of spatial scales in external forcing, topography, coastlines, etc. Therefore, small-scale features should exist in the time-mean eddy fluxes. The amplitude, position, and structures of these small-scale features will probably change as the record length increases. Detailed description and understanding of these small-scale features are left for future work. The overall pattern of D K E in the North Atlantic is consistent with that in Zhai and Marshall (2013) . Von Storch et al. (2012) presented the spatial pattern of D K E and D PE from a 0.18 global simulation. Though their time-varying flow includes variability with periods from 10 min to 10 yr and our time-varying flow includes variability with periods from 3 days to 16 yr, the spatial patterns of the vertically integrated D K E and D P E in this study are similar to theirs: values are large in the Southern Ocean and western boundary currents and are small in the subpolar gyres, and negative spots occur in the western bounder extension regions.
Results
a. Global pattern of eddy-mean flow interaction
The similarity between the D KE and D PE patterns in Fig. 5 suggests that part of D PE transfers to EKE through the term D KE , which is consistent with baroclinic instability theory (Pedlosky 1987) . However, the globally integrated D P E (0.5 TW) is larger than the globally integrated D K E (0.3 TW). Thus, only part of the energy extracted by EAPE from MAPE is used to support the EKE growth, and the remaining part is used to balance other terms in the EAPE budget. The complete pathway of EAPE in the ocean and realistic eddying models is still largely unknown. Figure 6 shows the spatial pattern of vertically integrated eddy-mean flow energy exchanges due to eddy momentum fluxes [the M terms in Eqs. (7)- (8)]. The patterns show large magnitudes in the western boundary currents and the Southern Ocean and small values elsewhere. Eddies gain kinetic energy in most areas of the western boundary currents and many spots in the Southern Ocean (M KE . 0), but they lose kinetic energy in many places in the Southern Ocean (M K E , 0). The term M K M also has a sequence of positive and negative values in the Southern Ocean. This phenomenon has been identified in previous observation and modeling studies (e.g., Johnson et al. 1992; Morrow et al. 1992; Wilkin and Morrow 1994) .
From a global integral perspective, eddies gain kinetic energy through M KE at 0.1 TW, and the mean flow releases kinetic energy through M K M at the same rate. To put this number into context, it is roughly 12% of the wind power input into the time-mean surface geostrophic flow, and it is one-third of the globally integrated D KE . In an oceanic region, part of the wind . These terms describe energy change rates due to eddy-mean flow interaction through eddy density fluxes (Table 1) . Positive (negative) D PE (D PM ) means eddies (mean flow) gain (releases) potential energy through this process. Positive D KE means EAPE is converted to EKE. Magnitudes in the six black boxes are large. Energy routes in regions indicated by the six boxes are discussed in section 4b.
power input into geostrophic flow is converted to potential energy (Roquet et al. 2011 ) and then can be released from MAPE through D PM and sustain the eddy growth. The other part of the wind power input is transformed to pressure work (Roquet et al. 2011) , which can change the local MKE budget and influence the energy released from MKE through M K M . Our calculation suggests that a major portion of the wind power input is used to sustain the D P M and D P E terms, but the contribution of the wind power input to the M terms is also not negligible.
b. Regional energy routes of eddy-mean flow interaction
Energy routes differ regionally from their global averages. The key diagram for the regional energy routes is Fig. 1a . Our results presented below are based on the 16-yr model output, though results from the 6-yr output are almost the same. Our results are also insensitive to the slight shift of the selected domain in either zonal or meridional direction on eddy scales (e.g., 18).
1) SOUTHERN OCEAN
The Southern Ocean receives more than 75% of the total global wind power input (Roquet et al. 2011) . The surface westerly wind stress in the Southern Ocean drives surface water northward, and thus the water below the surface is brought upward to conserve mass. Isopycnals are thus tilted upward toward the pole, and the Deacon cell meridional overturning circulation is formed and further maintained by the surface buoyancy forcing (e.g., Döös and Webb 1994; Marshall and Radko 2003; Thompson 2008) . These previous studies agree that available potential energy stored in these tilted isopycnals can be released and used to generate eddies through baroclinic instability. On the other hand, previous observation and modeling work suggests that eddies generated through baroclinic instability in the Southern Ocean can intensify the mean flow through the convergence of eddy momentum fluxes (M KM . 0) in some regions and decelerate the mean flow through the opposite process (M KM , 0) in some other regions (e.g., McWilliams et al. 1978; Johnson et al. 1992; Morrow et al. 1992; Wilkin and Morrow 1994; Lenn et al. 2011) .
Eddy-mean flow interaction in the Southern Ocean in the ECCO2 state estimate is consistent with studies summarized above in three aspects. First, in the ECCO2 state estimate, energy is released from the mean available potential energy stored in the tilted isopycnals, and eddies are generated (D K E . 0 and D P M , 0). Second, the gain rate of EKE from EAPE (D K E ) in the Southern Ocean is roughly half of its globally integrated value. Third, eddies drive the mean flow through eddy momentum fluxes in some patches (M KM . 0) and decelerate the mean flow in some other patches (M KM , 0).
We also identify several new aspects about the eddymean flow interaction in the Southern Ocean (658-408S), summarized in Fig. 7 . First, the negative and positive patches of M K M integrated over the three Southern Ocean boxes shown in Fig. 6 mostly cancel. The contribution of M KE to the eddy growth in the Southern Ocean is an order of magnitude smaller than the contribution of D PE . Second, energy released from the mean flow through D PM is about 250 GW, but only about 160 GW transfers to the EAPE reservoir through the term D P E . Thus, two-thirds of the energy released from the available potential energy stored in the tilted timemean isopycnals are used to support the eddy growth in the Southern Ocean, and the rest of it is transported out of the domain through the divergence term D PM 1 D PE . This indicates that eddy-mean flow interaction in the Southern Ocean is nonlocal to some extent. The nonlocal nature arises from the spatial inhomogeneity of the eddy density fluxes and the mean flow, as Both the mean flow, dominated by fronts and jet features, and the time-mean observed eddy heat fluxes in the Southern Ocean have rich small-scale variations (e.g., Lenn et al. 2011 ). The energy routes in the Indian sector (658-408S, 258-1508E), the Pacific sector (658-408S, 1508E-738W), and the Atlantic sector (658-408S, 738W-258E) of the Southern Ocean are not entirely the same (Fig. 7) . In all the three sectors, the contribution of the M terms to the eddy growth is negligible compared to the contribution of the D terms. In the Indian sector (Atlantic sector), roughly 70% (45%) of the energy released from the MAPE reservoir is used to sustain the eddy growth in the same region; in the Pacific sector, however, roughly 90% of the energy released from the MAPE reservoir is used to sustain the eddy growth in the same sector. The mechanism for the differences between these sectors is still to be determined. We also find that, compared to eddy-mean flow interaction through eddy density fluxes, advection contributes much less to the change of eddy energy. The EKE loss rate through pressure work and that through X KE are on the same order of magnitude. Figure 8 shows the energy route through eddy-mean flow interaction in a midocean patch in the subtropical gyre (108-228N, 1508E-1358W ). In this region, eddy-mean flow interaction due to eddy momentum fluxes is negligible (the M terms are effectively zero). Approximately all the energy released from MAPE is used to sustain the local EAPE growth, and little energy is exported elsewhere through D P M 1 D P E . Thus, eddy-mean flow interaction in this patch is local and consistent with the local assumption used in previous studies (e.g., Gill et al. 1974; Arbic and Flierl 2004; Tulloch et al. 2011) . The EKE change rate due to advection in this region is 0 GW, and the dominant EKE sink is pressure work, not X KE . About 35% of D PE balances D KE and 15% of D PE balances the advection of EAPE. Whether results in this patch are representative of the subtropical gyres in other ocean basins is to be determined.
2) SUBTROPICAL GYRES
FIG. 7. The energy diagram in 10
9 W (GW) (Fig. 1 ) in the (a) whole Southern Ocean, (b) the Indian sector, (c) the Pacific sector, and (d) the Atlantic sector. These three sectors are, respectively, region 1, region 2, and region 3 in Fig.  5a . The whole Southern Ocean here denotes the sum of the three sectors. The contribution of the M terms to eddy growth is negligible. In the Indian and Atlantic sectors, only part of the energy released from MAPE through eddymean flow interaction supports the eddy energy growth in the same domain. In the Pacific sector, roughly all the MAPE released supports eddy energy growth in the same domain. Errors shown here are one standard error, as that in Table 2 . We obtain the numbers in brackets from the residuals. These residuals also include the contribution of high-frequency motions to other terms in the energy budgets, since we use 3-day-averaged fields. Note that the time mean of the temporal change rate term is either zero or negligible and is not presented here. The imbalances, if they exist, are from the time mean of the temporal change rate term and the roundoff errors.
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3) WESTERN BOUNDARY EXTENSIONS
Figures 9a and 9b show the energy routes in the Kuroshio Extension (298-428N, 1308-1708E) and the Gulf Stream Extension regions (298-428N, 788-538W). The energy routes in these two regions are different from those in the Southern Ocean and the subtropical gyre in that the contribution of the M term to EKE growth is of the same order of magnitude as the contribution of the D term. Energy inputs through the boundaries in these two regions (D P M 1 D P E ) are also not negligible. Consistency between our results with previous observation, modeling, and theoretical studies (e.g., Nishida and White 1982; Hall 1991; Eden et al. 2007; Waterman and Jayne 2011; Zhai and Marshall 2013) in the following aspect indicates that the regional energy routes here are reasonable: D K E is positive in the western part of the extension and negative in the eastern part, whereas M K M is positive in the eastern part of the extension and negative in the western part (Figs. 5, 6 ).
In the Kuroshio Extension region, energy is transferred from MAPE to EAPE with some energy input from the boundaries of the region and a small portion being converted to EKE (Fig. 9a) . More detailed examination shows that the energy pathway in Fig. 9a is essentially the average of two different dynamical regimes shown in Figs. 9c and 9d . In the western half, energy is transferred from both the MKE and MAPE reservoirs to the eddy energy reservoir. The energy input from other regions is small, and the eddy-mean flow interaction is approximately local. By contrast, energy in the eastern half is converted from EAPE to MAPE; however, this is not the local baroclinic instability mechanism operating in reverse, as a large portion of the energy fed into MAPE is supplied from elsewhere through the divergence term and most of the EAPE loss to MAPE is not supplied by the local EKE reservoir. Note that, compared to the energy route in the eastern half, the energy route in the western half resembles more the energy route for the whole Kuroshio Extension region.
Using 2-yr mooring data at one site (358N, 1528E) in the Kuroshio Extension region, Hall (1991) found that D KE , 0 and D PE , 0 at 350 dbar, and M KE is generally negative at this site. Waterman and Jayne (2011) found that by analyzing the potential vorticity and enstrophy budgets in an idealized two-layer model, eddies can drive the mean flow in the eastern part of the Kuroshio Extension through nonlinear eddy rectification processes due to localized forcing. In contrast to Waterman and Jayne (2011), we find that both eddies and the energy input through the boundaries contribute to the APE increase in the mean flow in the eastern part of the Kuroshio Extension region (Fig. 9) . A complete theory of the energy pathways in Fig. 9 does not exist. Whether these energetic features exist in the instability processes due to localized forcing (e.g., pulse instabilities) is still not known (e.g., Farrell 1982; Helfrich and Pedlosky 1993, 1995) .
Conclusions and discussion
Our main findings are that 1) energetics of eddy-mean flow interaction processes vary strongly geographically, and 2) both local and nonlocal eddy-mean flow interactions exist in the ocean. The mean flow releases energy through eddy-mean flow interaction in most regions, but gains energy in other regions. Interactions due to eddy density fluxes are pronounced in the Southern Ocean, western boundary extension regions, and the subtropical gyres, while interactions due to eddy momentum fluxes play a large role in the Southern Ocean and western boundary current regions. The interaction is approximately local in the selected subtropical gyre region, but it is nonlocal in the Southern Ocean, where the oceanic circulation is less spatially homogeneous. Energetics in the eastern half and the western half of the Kuroshio Extension region are very different. In the western half, the mean flow is both baroclinically and barotropically unstable, and most energy released from the mean flow transfers to eddies; in the eastern half, eddy energy transfers back to the mean flow, and eddy-mean flow interaction is nonlocal, as the divergence terms are nonnegligible. Pressure work acts as a nonnegligible sink of EKE in all the selected regions.
The results summarized above are not definitive and come with several caveats. First, the ECCO2 state estimate does not resolve submesoscale variability, and the fidelity of the mesoscale variability from the state FIG. 8 . As in Fig. 7 , but for the subtropical gyre region (i.e., region 4 denoted in Fig. 5a ). Eddy-mean flow interaction in this region is local.
estimate remains partially uncertain. Other numerical models may provide different descriptions. Second, an important assumption here is that the 16-yr model output is long enough to separate the putative timemean flow from the oceanic variability. Finally, the definition of APE is arguable, but we assume that the definition based on the quasigeostrophic form is reasonable enough for this study. Note that this definition may not represent the true total amount of APE (which is not the concern here); that could be obtained through adiabatic adjustment (Huang 2005) . But a new diagnostic framework for the EAPE and MAPE budgets would need to be developed. We speculate that D P M and D P E depend weakly on the APE definition; however, D K E does not, as it is directly derived from the EKE budget.
These findings also raise some puzzles. In the current estimate, one-third of the energy released from the APE in the mean flow in the Southern Ocean moves to other regions through the divergence term. Assuming this result is not sensitive to the model resolution, record length, and diagnostic framework, it is important to study the causes of the nonlocal nature of eddy-mean flow interaction and the consequences of this nonlocal nature in various aspects, such as jet behaviors, eddy characteristics, and spatial structures of eddy mixing rates.
Besides this work, a related yet distinct study (i.e., Grooms et al. 2013 ) has also been carried out recently to discuss ''eddy energy locality.'' Both studies point out the prevalence of eddy energy nonlocality and indicate the need of using nonlocal eddy parameterization schemes. However, these two studies have a few differences. First, this study introduced the concept of eddy energy nonlocality caused by eddy-mean flow interaction. The nonlocality due to advection and pressure work [divergence terms on the left-hand sides of Eqs. (7)- (10)] are not our focus. Their study focused on the eddy energy nonlocality due to the combination of all available nonlocal processes in their model (i.e., the total divergence of energy flux in the energy budget). Second, they define eddies as motions with small spatial scales and focus on quasigeostrophic flows in an idealized wind-driven basin. We define eddies as deviation from a time mean and employ a global eddy-permitting ocean state estimate for our analysis.
All types of eddy definition exist, such as coherent vortices, deviation from a time mean or zonal mean, and mesoscale motions (Grooms et al. 2013) . Our eddy definition, deviation from a time mean, is widely used in Fig. 5a . In (a) and (b), the contribution of D and M terms to the eddy growth is on the same order of magnitude. In (c), energy is transferred from the mean flow to eddies through both the D and M terms; in (d), energy is transferred from EAPE to MAPE.
the previous literature (e.g., Wunsch 1998; von Storch et al. 2012; Zhai and Marshall 2013) . Though it is not directly related to subgrid-scale parameterization, it allows us to develop the simplest possible framework to illustrate the concept of local versus nonlocal eddymean flow interaction. Future work is needed to extend this study to other eddy definitions. Some other possible future tasks are 1) to develop a diagnostic framework based on a more accurate definition of available potential energy, 2) to diagnose the vorticity, enstrophy, and momentum budgets to have a more complete description of eddy-mean flow interaction in the global ocean, and 3) to partition the contribution of oceanic variability at different spatial and time scales to eddy-mean flow interaction. 
respectively, denoting the momentum change rates in the x and y directions due to friction. The term p is the hydrostatic pressure, $Á is the divergence operator, A z is vertical viscosity, A 4 is horizontal biharmonic viscosity, and u is the three-dimensional velocity vector. 
Multiply Eqs. (A1) and (A2) by u and y, respectively, sum them together, and perform a temporal average to obtain the equation for MKE: 
Noting that under the hydrostatic approximation in the ECCO2 state estimate, $ Á (u p) 1 gr w 5 $ Á (up*) 1 gr*w ,
where Á* denotes the deviation of the variable [e.g., p(x, y, z, t) and r(x, y, z, t)] from its time and global mean [e.g. hp(x, y, z, t)i and hr(x, y, z, t)i]. Therefore, Eq. (A5) can be converted to
b. Governing equations for available potential energy
To obtain the APE equations, first we derive the in situ density equation. The potential temperature u and salinity S equations in the ECCO2 state estimate are 
